Yielding and structural relaxation in soft materials: evaluation of strain-rate frequency superposition data by the stress decomposition method.
Rheological properties of soft materials are often investigated in oscillatory shear and characterized by the storage and loss modulus, G' and G'', respectively. Unfortunately, the relaxation dynamics of most soft materials is too slow to be directly probed by commercial rheometers. Recently, it was shown by Wyss et al. [Phys. Rev. Lett. 98, 238303 (2007)] that the application of an oscillating strain-rate drives such soft materials and shifts the structural relaxation to higher times. They called this experimental technique strain-rate frequency superposition (SRFS). The great benefit of SRFS is the extremely extended frequency range. As viscoelastic measures, Wyss et al. proposed the familiar storage and loss modulus. Using these moduli results in a serious drawback: When the material yields, nonlinearities appear and the physical interpretation of the storage and loss modulus breaks down. Thus, SRFS as proposed by Wyss et al. is limited to the linear regime and the benefit of the extended frequency regime vanishes. In the present work, we validate an alternative data analysis technique, recently established as the stress decomposition method [K. S. Cho et al., J. Rheol. 49, 747 (2005); R. H. Ewoldt et al., J. Rheol. 52, 1427 (2008)], for combination with SRFS. Use of the stress decomposition method provides a physical interpretation of linear and nonlinear SRFS data in terms of strain stiffening and softening as well as shear thickening and thinning.